
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES (selection from 
last years) 

 
• 2021 (November 21), speaker at the international conference on “The public sector use of 

automated decision-making systems”, Sapienza University of Rome  
 

• 2021 (October 7), Key note at the international workshop on “Tools for ethical and effective 
law and policies”, Universitad de Barcelona, organised by the thematic research 
network “Nudging applied to the better regulation: behavioural law and public policies”, 
headed by Prof. Juli Ponce Solé 
 

• 2019 (December 10-12), Chair of the scientific committee, Current and Future Challenges to 
Energy Security, AIEE Energy Symposium, LUMSA  
 

• 2019 (October 25), member of the scientific committee and speaker in the annual conference 
of the ’International Association for Legislation-IAL, The Crisis of Confidence in Legislation, 
Senate of the Republic, Rome  
 

• 2018 (Jun 21-22), « L’effectivité des règles et des décisions administratives », paper selected 
for the workshop « Regulation », conference on «Le futur du droit administratif», Chaire 
Mutations de l’Action publique et du Droit Public, Sciences Po, Paris  
 

• 2018 (January 24): A behavioural approach to compliance and enforcement, speech at the 
international conference “Behavioural economics: New tools for Development and Cohesion 
Policy”, Presidency of the Council of Ministers – Agency for Territorial Cohesion, Rome  
 

• 2017 (December 15-16): Effective Law and Regulation: What Role for Cognitive Sciences?, 
paper presented at the SIDE - ISLE (Italian Society of Law and Economics) – 13th Annual 
Conference, LUMSA University; member of the local organizer committee  
 

• 2017 (November 2-4), Chair of the scientific committee, Current and Future Challenges to 
Energy Security, AIEE Energy Symposium, LUMSA; chair of the panel on: Cognitive-based 
regulation for energy consumers empowerment 
 

• 2017 (July 7): paper on “Tools for effective law: a focus on nudge and empowerment” 
presented at the conference on Effective Law, IALS-SAS University of London  
 

• 2016 (December 8): “A behavioural approach for effective corruption prevention legislation”, 
seminar organized at the Institute for Advanced Legal Studies, UCL, chair: Dr C. Stephanou, 
discussant: prof. R. Baldwin 
 

• 2016 (October 19): “How to build corruption prevention transparency regulation according to 
cognitive insights”: paper presented at the International Workshop “Blurring Boundaries in 
Anti-Corruption Research: a Transdisciplinary Approach”, Universitad Oberta de Catalunya 
and Universitat de Barcelona 2016 (October 20 and 21), and at the international conference 
“Innovatión en el ámbito del buen gobierno regulatorio: ciencias del comportamiento, 
trasparencia y prevención de la corrupción”, Universitat de Barcelona, Facultad de Dret 
 

• 2016 (September 23): Abstract selected for presentation at the international conference on 
Behavioural Science in Law & Policy: Evidence, Ethics, & Expertise (“A Behavioural 
Approach to Consumer Empowerment Regulation: Applications in Gambling”), Newcastle 
University 
 

• 2016 (June 17-19): Abstract selected for presentation at the International Society of Public 
Law (ICON-S) 2016 Conference on “Borders, Otherness and Public Law”, Berlin 
 



• 2016 (April 13-15): Paper selected for presentation at the annual conference of the 
International Research Society for Public Management, Hong Kong (panel on “Behavioral 
and Experimental Public Administration: Probing the Microfoundations of Theory and 
Practice”) 

 
 


